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Original “The Classroom” concept developed by Schools OUT UK

Aims
KS2 Maths National Curriculum:
•
•

Solve problems with addition and subtraction applying their increasing knowledge of
mental and written methods.
Add and subtract numbers with up to three digits, using formal written methods of
columnar addition and subtraction.

KS2 Music National Curriculum:
•

Appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music drawn
from different traditions and from great composers and musicians.

Learning Intentions
Students can:
•
•
•

Listen to and appreciate a wide range of Eurovision hits.
Calculate your total scores for the Eurovision contestants.
Solve problems by calculating missing values.

Resources
Supplied:
• PowerPoint, including (optional) printable tables on slide 10. Each student will need
five tables for the five songs. Alternatively, students can copy out the tables if they
need practice doing so.
Needed:
• Internet access for video streaming
• Pens
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Preparation
1. Read the lesson plan and familiarise yourself with the PowerPoint and activities.
2. Pre-load the multiple YouTube videos used in the lesson.
3. Optional: Print slide 10 (five copies per student).

Time
5 mins

Slide(s) Activity
4-6

Method

Starter - Eurovision ASK: ‘What do all the pictures have in common?’
They all link to the Eurovision Song Contest.
ASK: ‘What do you already know about the Eurovision Song
Contest?’
Task needs to be done at the start as Eurovision is
referenced throughout the lesson.

3 mins

7

Learning
Intentions

Opportunity to share the learning intentions, date and title.

2 mins

8

Big Picture

ASK: ‘Why is maths needed for the Eurovision Song
Contest?’ Often links between subjects and the outside
world, and between two subjects are overlooked by
students. This lesson is an opportunity to highlight how
maths is used in competitions.
The big picture is returned to in the final ‘reflection’ task.

5 mins

9

Pair/Share –
Choosing Your
Favourite

‘How would you choose your favourite when voting in the
Eurovision Song Contest?’
Opportunity for discussion on how people value different
things when voting, and how a performance is made up of
more than the song/music.
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20 mins

10-16

Voting Task

Students will listen to five Eurovision hits and score them
out of 10 across multiple categories:
Easier: The music and the performance.
Harder: The music, the lyrics and the performance.
Hardest: The music, the lyrics, the performance and the
lighting and dancing.
The level of challenge follows this task when students are
asked to add up their scores. The more categories they
score, the more values they have to add up.

5 mins

17-18

Review and Reflect ASK: ‘Based on your scores, rank the counties from first to
fifth. How does your ranking compare to how they did on the
show?’
ASK: ‘Why might people have not voted for Krista?’
Her same-sex kiss on live television was controversial in
many countries.

10 mins

19-20

Deepen Your
Understanding

Easier: Krista scored 13 points in total. From France, San
Marino, Denmark and Germany she had scored 9. How many
points did Israel award her?
Harder: ABBA was awarded the following points: 5, 5, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2 from the first 10 countries to vote for them.
What was their total?
The Netherlands then voted bringing ABBAs total to 24. How
many points did The Netherlands give them?
Hardest: Conchita scored 290 points in total. The
Netherlands in second place scored 238. The maximum
number of points a country can give is 12. How many more
countries would have had to vote The Netherlands, their
favourite, for them to win?

5 mins

21

Reflect on the Big
Picture

Easier: How is maths used in the Eurovision Song Contest?
Harder: Can you think of any other television shows that
need maths?

5 mins

22

Final Thoughts

Opportunity for a Eurovision sing along. All links have the
lyrics through the YouTube video. You may wish to choose a
different Eurovision hit. The most challenging is Moltiva
which is in Serbian.
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